In January 2016 (FY 2016), the Office of Sponsored Programs recorded the following grants for American University researchers.

**PI:** Eric Hershberg  
**Provost** - Center for Latin American and Latino Studies  
**Title:** *Religion and Climate Change in Cross-Regional Perspective*  
**Sponsor:** The Henry Luce Foundation  
**Funds:** $425,000.00

**PI:** Charles R. Lewis  
School of Communication - Investigative Reporting Workshop  
**Title:** *Investigative Reporting Workshop*  
**Sponsor:** The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation  
**Funds:** $1,500,000.00

**PI:** Christopher Palmer  
School of Communication - Center for Environmental Filmmaking  
**Title:** *Program Support for the Center for Environmental Filmmaking*  
**Sponsor:** Herbert W. Hoover Foundation  
**Funds:** $5,000.00

**PI:** Charles R. Lewis  
School of Communication - Investigative Reporting Workshop  
**Title:** *Accountability Studies and the Public Accountability Data Map*  
**Sponsor:** Reva and David Logan Foundation  
**Funds:** $900,000.00
PI: Tazreena Sajjad
School of International Service - International Politics
Title: Bridging the Gaps: a New Framework for Gender and Electoral Violence
Sponsor: International Foundation for Electoral Systems
Funding Source: United States Agency for International Development
Funds: $32,111.00

PI: Robin Broad
School of International Service - International Development
Title: From National Responsible Gold-Mining to Global Investment & Trade Policy
Sponsor: Voices for a Sustainable Future
Funds: $24,668.00

PI: Jonathan Fox
School of International Service - International Development
Title: Proposed Center for Accountability Research
Sponsor: The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
Funds: $1,500,000.00

PI: Jordan Tama
School of International Service - Comparative and Regional Studies
Title: Maximizing the Value of Quadrennial Strategic Planning
Sponsor: IBM Center for the Business of Government
Funds: $20,000.00
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PI: Mohammed Abu-Nimer
School of International Service - International Peace and Conflict Resolution

Title: Fellowship-Senior Advisor for Policy and Research
Sponsor: King Abdullah Bin Abdulaziz International Centre for Interreligious and Intercultural Dialogue (KAICIID)
Funds: $55,369.00

PI: Lynn Addington
College: School of Public Affairs - Justice, Law & Criminology

Title: Intimate Partner Violence, Stalking and Sexual Violence Among Non-College Attending Emerging Adults: Exploring the Prevalence of the Problem and Utilization of Victim Services
Sponsor: U.S. Department of Justice - National Institute of Justice
Funds: $39,958.00

PI: Leslye Orloff
Washington College of Law - National Immigrant Women’s Advocacy Project

Title: Developing Training Tools for Courts: Special Immigrant Juvenile Status and U Visas in Family Courts
Sponsor: State Justice Institute
Funds: $50,000.00